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INTRODUCTION

mo c

Fig. 8 gives the variation of the magnetic
gradient from 0.5 to 3 MeV. It is easy to show
that this variation is ocCfJP!f2for q = const.

Fig. 3 shows the wiggle factor for the focus
ing structures + - and + + - -. Both, higher in
jection energy and + - structure, have clear
advantage s •

Fig. 9 gives the ratio of gap defocusing to
the quadrupole strength, both in thin lens appro
ximation. The averaged gap defocusing force is
expressed with the modified Bessel function of the
first order of which only the linear term (in r)
is retained :

wiggle factor analysis;
Linac acceptance.

Fig. ~ gives the increase in drift-tube bore
radius along ~he 1st Linac tank. Fig. 5 gives the
variation in Pmax up to 3 MeV. This curve gives

information_also about the changes in beam radius,
which is ~ pV2

•
max

2nd. Group of diagrams

Fig. 6 is drawn with the aid of Figs. ~ and
5 and shows the Linac acceptance increase when
going to higher pre-injector energies and changing
from + + - - to + - focusing structure. E.g.,
when passing from + + - - structure and 0,5 Mey to
+ - structure and 3 MeV, the Linac acceptance in
creases in each of the transverse phase planes
""' 4- tine s.

quadrupole lens strength;
accelerating field

defocusing.

Fig. 7 compares the quadrupole lens strength
calculated for the two tJpes of focusing structu
res and q value of 0,75. The calculations were
carried out in the normalized (r,p) system, where
5 (presented on the diagram) is in fact the thin
lens strength multiplied by py.

_The betatron amplitude function is denoted
with p in order to distinguish it from the relati
vistic factor p. The diagrams were calculated in
the system (r,p), where r is the position coordi
nate and p the corresponding normalized momentum:

dr
m dt

p =

1st. Group of diagrams

The PS Linac Beam

ANALYSIS OF LINAC PEItR.ORMANCE

WITH RESPECT TO DIFFERENT PRE-INJECTOR ENERGIES

The Linac beam characteristics are usually
represented with a certain number of diagrams
belonging to various phase planes (two transverse
and one longitudinal). In the transverse phase
planes (y,y') and (z,z') the accelerated current is
related to the corresponding emittances Ey and Ez
respectively. A typical set of curves I = feE) for
the PS Linac and pre-injector is given in Fig. 1.

The improvement program of the CERN PS Linac
foresees a possible reconstruction of the first
tank. In connection with this we felt it interest
ing to stu~ the influence of an increase in tha
pre-injector energy. The results from a first
stu~ presented here indicate interesting advanta
ges to be gained, particularly if we could push up
the pre-injector energy drastically, e.g. by a
factor ~ - 5. Technological aspects will put a
limit to such a change and a fresh look at the pro
blem connected with the accelerating tube, H.T.
supply and the ion source has been made. Lay-out,
reliability and operational aspects have also been
discussed. We conclude that it certainly seems
worth while to carry out a more detailed study of
the feasibility of a higher energy pre-injector in
view of the potential advantages to be gained for
the Linac beam.

It is seen that a deterioration occurs when
passing from 0,5 MeV to 50 MeV, its main part lying
in the region 0,5 - 10 MeV, i.e. at the beginning
of acceleration. We shall examine this region with
respect to various pre-injector energies and focus
ing struct)'w.es, keeping the RF properties as they
are in the present linac.

For convenience in Fig. 2 the energy increase
in tank I is given as function of cell number and p.

The results of studies of the linac perform
ance calculated for various pre-injector energies,
are presented in the form of diagrams. For the
sake of comparison, the same mean accelerating
field E , stable phase angle CPs and drift-tubes
bore radii as with the actual Linac are kept through
out. The q value (ratio of the betatron to synchro
tron frequency) is 0.75.
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To be consistent in the normalized (r,p)
system, the "gap defocusing strength" to be compared
with the quadrupole strength 8 is

It is possible to demonstrate 1hat the curve
of Fig. 9 falls approximately oc(pf12

• That is to
say the gap defocusing becomes less important as the
energy increases. Therefore, at higher energies,
the Linac focusing structure is less time dependent.

transit time factor;
bunching efficiency.

3rd. Group of diagrams

The above figures were obtained with the aid
of a computer programme recently written by F.
Vermeulen (Ref. 1). For the moment, the lenses
existing between the buncher and Linac were not
taken into account. The inclusion of focusing into
the calculations (in preparation) will certainly
alter the results, but the present picture could
still be retained for a comparative study.

The essential feature of Fig. 11 is that both
curves tend to unity as the energy increases.
Therefore progressively in the linac the accelera
tion becomes more uniform over the beam cross
section..

The transit time factor varies when going
from the beam center towards the beam boundary,
making the aoceleration non uniform across the beam.
Fig. 11 gives an idea of this variation. For equal
beam emittance, the curve belonging to the + 
structure is more favourable due to smaller beam
envelope wiggles.

Fig. 12 shows the beam bunching at 0.53 MeV
(0.53 MeV is roughly the PS Linac pre-inject9r
energy) for different currents. The buncher volt
age is 17 KJI, giving to the beam an energy spread
of roughly one third of the available Linac bucket
height. The effect of bunching is accompanied by
an increase in beam radius, see Fig. 12a, coming
from :

a) defocusing action of the buncher gap,
b) space charge action.

:_~_~_~_~~~_T§ r
p y2;.,

mean accelerating field
transit time factor
stable phase angle
clf, f = RF frequency
distance from axis.

F
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The time dependence of the focusing structure
makes the linac acceptance as well as the linac
emittance vary with the phase angle. If this time
dependence can be reduced, there are 2 consequences:

the common area of the acceptances belong
ing to various phase angles is increased,

the overall linac emittance (i.e. the sum
of all instantaneous emittances) is de
creased.

More detailed quantitative results of the above
effects are not available for the moment.

Another way of making the Linac focusing struc
ture less time dependent is to increase the q value.
A higher q value calls for stronger magnetic gra
dients in quadrupoles. However, at higher energies,
this becomes easier to achieve because the gradients
required for focusing diminish (compare Fig. 8).

The PS Linac works at its low energy end with
a q of 0.75, safely chosen between half integer and
integer resonant values. Other possible working
values would be 1.25, 1.75, etc.

In Fig. 10 the quadrupole lens strengths are
represented as function of q for an energy of 2.5MeV.
Comparing this figure to Fig. 7, we see that the
quadrupole strength for q = 1.25 and + - structure
at 2.5 MeV is roughly 1.4 times bigger than that for
q = 0.75, + + - - structure and 0.5 MeV. This does
not present a di~ficulty as the drift-tubes at
2.5 MeV are longer, and the above requirement can be
fulfilled with magnetic gradients even smaller than
in the present first drift-tubes. As far as the
maximum magnetic field is concerned, it is practical
ly the same in both cases, due to the increased
drift-tube bore radii at 2.5 MeV.

Figs. 13 and 13a show the same as Figs. 12
and 12a, only for 2.5 MeV pre-injector energy. The
buncher voltage applied (56 KJI) is such as to keep
the beam energy spread in the same ratio to the res
pective bucket extension as at 0.5 MeV. The initial
beam diameter at 2.5 MeV is taken 50% bigger than
that at 0.5 MeV, according to the increased drift
tube bore radius. The beam was assumed to have a
rotational symmetry.

The diagrams show clearly the general tendency:
with higher beam intensities, the maximum longitudi
nal bunching decreases and occurs later, whilst the
corresponding beam radius increases.

It seems to be convenient, especially for the
sake of comparison, to formulate a unique expres
sion for bunching efficiency. This expression has
to contain the longitudinal grouping of particles
as well as the transversal spreading. The trans
versal spreading due to space charge is especially
interesting. We defined therefore a "bunching
quality factor" as

(~tot) max ~ fi •

ry --------------T--
r Imax - r omax

ro max
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where (! ) represents the maximum
I tot max:!: tJ. \Ii

relative amount of current within a certain longi
tudinal phase extension and

Criterium 1 can be applied either to the
generator or to the tube independently, or to both
at the same time. One can, for example, imagine a
generator under compressed gas feeding an open air
tube through a bushing and a cable.

Conclusion

General

TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS

The present study is a first analysis of the
advantages of a linac with a higher pre-injector
energy.

The choice of gas and pressure could depend
on the wishes of the HT supply manufacturer. The
use of SF 6 will mean working at a pressure below
5 atm., the use of a mixture of, e.g. CO 2 + N2 , a.
pressure at least twice as high.

We have mentioned Criterium 2 because we
think that for a pulse length of 100 to 200 ~sec.,

sufficient for the future needs of the pre-injector,
we are probably at the limit where a holdoff impro
vement, both in the vacuum and in the gas, could be
found as compared with a DC solution. A careful
stuqy of this particular problem could be carried
out at a given timeo

Although it is difricult to split them up,
we shall exmaine successively the problems connected
with the tube, the generator, the source and other
factors such as layout and operational aspects.

Roughly speaking, the maximum practical limit
of an open air structure can be set in our case at
1 MV in DC. Alreaqyat this voltage, which suppo
ses interelectrode distances without potential divi
sion around 4 meters, the present Faraday cage would
be too small. With a pulsed voltage this 1 MV limit
could perhaps be extended towards higher voltage 0

For DC voltages above 1 MV, we must adopt a com
pressed gas solution, which requires probably that
both tube and generator should be in the same tank
cables are available for voltages only up to 1,2 MV.
In this case one can define two main solutions
(Fig. 15). In the first, the tube is physically iri
parallel with the generator which supplies an iden
tical voltage gradient for both. This is trouble
some because the tube accelerating gradient has not
much to do with the generator gradient : the accele
rating gap itself should actually be shorter than
the generator. We could then foresee a large dia
meter tube with re-entrant source and earth elec
trode. In addition ,one canilot introduce a protec
tive resistance, insulated for the total voltage
between tube and generator. The advantage of the
parallel solution is, on the other hand, that it
can probably be made physically compact. In the
second solution, tube and generator are in line,
(Fig. 15) or at right angle (Fig. 19) and can be
linked by a tubular element which can be either a
protective resistance or a short-circuit, according
to the needs. This solution allows a greater inde
pendence between the conception of tube and genera
tor. This is also of importance for the intercon
nection between the firm in charge of the generator
and the CERN people developing the tube.

is the corresponding rela-
r lmax- ro max

ro max
tive increase in beam radius with respect to the
radius r omax , belonging to the no space charge

case. This bunching quality factor is represented
on Fig. 14 and can be considered as a provisional
figure of merit of the bunching 0

Many of the numerical calculations were
carried out by hand (mostly done by L. Nielsen,
vacation student from the Technical University,
Copenhagen). They will be followed by computer
calculations, supplying us with more quantitative
results.

Some advantages of a higher pre-injector
energy are briefly summarized :

a) decrease of the ratio of overall linac
emittance to the emittance for the phase
stable particles,

b) better trapping efficiency,

c) increase in Linac acceptance (transverse),

d) more uniform acceleration across the
beam,

e) smaller stray field aberrations in lenses,

f) easier Tank I design (the relativistic
factor P increases in the actual Tank I
4.41 times, whilst in Tank II and III
only 1.72 and 1.26 times respectively).
Injecting at 2.5 MeV, P in Tank I would
increase 1.98 times.

Technological problems will set a limit to
the maximum obtainable energy. In particular,
ve~ high voltage holdoff will depend upon the
insulation properties of the gaseous medium and
on the voltage application time. This leads na
turally to the introduction of two main solutions
for each of the above criteria

-

-

-
-

Criterium 1 a) Insulation at atmospheric
pressure.

b) Insulation under compressed gas.

Criterium 2 a) DC high voltage.
b) Pulsed high voltage.-

Accelerating Tube

Introduction. 'rhe following high voltage
gradients represent the major~oblems :

-
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A few other problems to be solved are listed

a) Accelerating gradient.

b) Gradient on the insulating wall, on the
vacuum side •

c) Gradient on the insulating wall, on the
gas side.

Accelerating Gradient. The mean accelerat
ing gradiant of the present CPS pre-injector is
about 50 kV/cm. Suppose for the moment that a
gradient of this order of magnitude should be cho
sen for the proposed pre-injector, meaning for
instance gaps of 40 cm for 2 MV and 60 cm for 3 MV.
As far as we know, such gradients have never been
obtained at those voltages but are aimed at (eg.
HVEC, Ref. 21). The diagram Fig. 16 shows working
voltage, maximum voltage, length and accelerating
gradient of different accelerating tubes.

The vacuum hold-off of such tubes is limited
by two phenomena, which can either be independent
or related to each other : the breakdown and the
electron loading. In this last case a back stream
ing electron current II'oduces bremstrahlung X rays
at the source end. This radiation Dnizes the ves
sel compressed gas, producing a current which can
reach prohibitive values. The loading starts at
a well defined threshold voltage and rises with
the 6th power of the voltage increase (Ref. 2).
It varies also with the 6th power of the tube dia
meter (Ref. 3), the tube vacuum pressure (Ref. 4)
and the contamination of the tube (Ref. 5). In
order to eliminate this effect efforts have been
under way for aboutftfteen years for preventing
seconda~ electron production, electron accelera
tion over -the whole tube length, X ray production.

.....

....

...

...

Equally the material of the electrodes around
each insulating section should not vaporize too
easily. Titanium, for example, which presents an
excellent hold-off across a gap must be avoided near
insulators if the lqcal potential differences or
energies are great because it sputters very easily.
With a voltage per section of 40 kV, as:h the new
pre-injector, titanium was not producing trouble
some vaporization. On the other hand, vaporization
coming from the tube wall shielding has been noticed
on insulators of the ion source, with.a voltage dif
ference of ~200 kV. This is an additional reason

Titanium alloys for the Linac pre-injector
(> 100 kV/cm at 600 kV at 10-6 ~ 10-4 mm Hg)

Anodised aluminium for electrostatic sepa
rators (100 kV/cm at 600 kV at 10-6 mm Hg).

As one knows, both materials have the proper
ty of having a negligible electron loading compared
with conventional materials (Ref. 14, 15, 22).

In spite of these different techniques, the
achieved gradients are still well below 50 kV/cm.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the tubes
built up to now have never been equipped with the
electrode materials recently used at CERN for ve~

high gradients and voltages between 500 and 800 kV

Gradient on the insulating wall in vacuum. The
hold-off on one tube insulator section can be studi
ed rather independently of the total number of sec
tions, with an appropriate screening of one section
against external ions, electrons and y rays. This
protection is clearly easier to make than the screen
ing of an assembly of accelerating gaps, which are
inevitably linked together by the beam passage hole.
The study of the behaviour of one insulator section
individually should then lead to a maximum voltage
proportional to the number of sections. The maxi
mum gradient on the surface of insulators in vacu
um depends mainly on following factors: insulator
length, insulator material, insulator surface state,
insulator shape, electrode material, electrode shape,
especially at the negative junction, quality of in
sulator-electrode joint, especially at the negative
junction. For example, the junction edge should be
free of organic cement, which is most frequently
present. Most conventional tubes assembled with
such cement, after a certain working period, show
organic deposits, having their origin at the junc
tion. In the case of the new Linac pre-injector,
where the araldite was completely masked, the porce
lain shows no traces after two yea~of functioning,
whereas the previous pre-injector porcelains,with a
conventional cementing technique, had to be cleaned
twice a year.

These techniques, using field reversal, inclined,
tilted <r scalloped electrodes, tapered diagrams,
magnetic fields (Ref. 6 to 13) have allowed the
building~ tubes with a maximum voltage proportio
nal to the length. Notice that in addition to the
better HT hold-off and to the smaller generator
loading, the elimination of the energetic y rays
represent a substantial advantage from the health
physics point-of-view, and brings therefore consi
derable operational simplifications.

Gradient inside the insulating material
of the walls, in relation with a,b,c.

A leak-tight assembly process for the
insulating rings (the pressure diffe
rence could reach a few atmospheres) and
without organic vapours (for instance
brazing techniques).

Proper potential distribution along the
tube.

d)

f)

e)

below

If one could achieve three identical gra
dients , it means that the tube need have no re
entrant source or re-entrant ground-electrode,
and the tube diameter could be small. On the con
tra~, if the gradient on the wall was inferior
to the accelerating gradient, the source or/and
the ground-electrode would need to be re-entrant.
The advantages and disadvantages of these two geo
metries are shown in Table 1. Notice for example
that the solution A of Table 1 was adopted for the
new high gradient 550 KeV tube installed in the
Linac. The research efforts had been concentrated
on achieving the high acceleration gradient, leav
ing aside the problem of increasing the field
along the insulating walls. This solution also
allowed a great flexibility for future modifica
tions of the accelerating gradient.
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for a complete optical screening of each section,
protecting it not only against ions, electrons and
y rays as mentioned at the beginning of this para
graph, but also against metallic or other vapori
zation (source cathode oxides, etc.) coming from
the tube centre. (Ref. 22).

Finally, we should consider that this pro
tection, as well as the screening of insulators
ffientioned above, leads inevitably to local re
inforcements of the mean electrical field. This
means that a tube with non re-entrant electrodes
will have local gradients greater than the accele
ration gradient (see Table 1). This speaks in
favour of a tube with re-entrant electrodes.

Gradient on the insulating wall in the gas.
The maximum permissible local gradient on any
negative electrode in the gas seems to be around
100 kV/cm. Above this value, cold emission occurs
and can lead to breakdowns. A mean tube gradient
of 50 kV/cm means that precautions must be taken
so as not to go beyond the above cathode field.
Nevertheless, certain makers of HT generators use
an insulating distance between the HT electrode
and the pressure tank of 40 cm for 2 MV and of
60 cm for 3 MV under 4 atm. of SF 6, i.e. a mean
gradient of 50 kV/cm. Since this is for a gap
without potential division, it seems that the
realisation of 50 kV/cm along a tube with poteti
tial division is possible, even in the presence
of insulators. A re-entrant tube will be, of
course, easier to make.

HT Generators

DC generators. There does not seem to exist
a major difficulty to get on the market supplies
from 1 to 3 MV with reasonable characteristics
i.e. required DC current, short and long term
stability and suitable size. For instance longi
tudinal gradients of 1 MV/m are conventionaly
used for Greinacher cascade type supplies.

Source and HT Terminal Equipment

General

The source should be able to produce more
than 500 rnA of beam current with high brilliance
in pulses of up to 100 ~s (multi turn injection)
at a repetition rate of maximum one pulse per
second. It is also evident that in order to get
a reasonable pressurized system, we must suppress
the present electronic platform and mount all the
source electronics and its power generator in the
high voltage terminal. This puts stringent re
quirements on size, power consumption and weight.
The maximum permissible weight will depend on the
lay-out of the pre-injector. The weight has to
be taken either by the column or the HT generator,
probably both, depending on whether a protective
resistor is required between the HT generator and
the column.

Duoplasmatron Ion Source

The PS Duoplasmatron (Ref. 16) has proved its
value and can easily produce a high brilliance beam
in the 0.5 - 1 A range. The present source and its
electronics have an estimated weight of several
hundred kg and a power consumption of > 3 kW.
Further studies are required before one can assess
to which limits power consumption and weight can be
reduced.

RF Ion Source

A new RF ion source has been shortly descri
bed in a previous report (Ref. 17) (Fig. 17). This
source has given beam currents of more than 500 rnA.
It is characterized by a two-step acceleration
b~fore the limiting outlet channel. Breakdown
problems are therefore greatly diminished, which
is an important factor for the lifetime of the
source. At Nimrod an RF ion source has after re
moval of breakdown causes now been in operation
without trouble for 10 000 hours (Ref. 18). It
was shown (Ref. 17) that the emittance of an RF
ion source is very small and should therefore be
able to produce a high brilliance beam, provided
that the initial emittance does not deteriorate
later.

An example of what present day technology can
do for us in order to reduce power consumption
size and weight of the electronics, is given in
Fig. 18 (Dimensions in rom).

It seems feasible to build a pulsed RF ion
source producing a high brilliance beam of more
than 500 rnA which with its associated electronics
would consume less than 500 W and weigh less than
50 kg.

Further experiments on determination of opti
mum electrode material and shape for the extraction
system, life time studies and emittance measure
ments are evidently necessary before one can con
clude that this source fulfills all of our require
ments.

Power, Controls and Monitoring

Our present power generator on the electronic
platform supplies slightly more than 3 kW. Evident

ly one would not be happy to include a generator of
this size and weight in a pressurized system. How
ever, if we can get away with a total power require
ment around 500 W in the high voltage terminal, the
size and weight get substantially reduced. For
instance, present day AC ear generators are compact,
of low weight and are well suited to feed transis
torized equipment.

For controls and monitoring we have a well
established technique, making use of light emitting
GaAs-diodes as transmitters and Foto-fet transistors
as receivers (Ref. 19).
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Reliability and Operational Aspects

The reliability aspect is a ve~ important
one, and will be further enhanced in future when
the PS booster and the ISR rings are in operation.
The inherent disadvantage of a pressurized system
lies in its inaccessibility. On the other hand,
the overall dimensions of the pre-injector will be
greatly reduced which, apart from economical consi
derations, permit us to think in terms of two
complete pre-injectors rea~ for operation.

CONCLUSION

The results of the present investigation
look encouraging. Further studies are required
before one can determine the optimum design para
meters to keep a good balance between improvement
of the Linac beam quality and time, money and
effort to achieve this goal.
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At some existing pressurized pre-injectors
(Ref. 20) one has achieved a minimum opening and
closing time at a repair inside the system of the
order of one hour. The maximum time at certain
industrial installations, where gas d~ing is em
ployed, can, however, be as high as 24 hours. The
gas treatment plant must be well studied in order
to minimize this time as much as possible.

The time required for an ion source change
would mainly be determined by the gas handling
time plus the time required for re-pumping and
forming the column. A valve between the source
and column would practically shorten this time to
what is required for handling the pressurized gas.
In case of hold-off difficulties in the accelerat
ing tube and also for the first conditioning after
a shut-down period, this valve would also be useful
for testing the column separately without breaking
the pre-injector vacuum to replace the source by a
dUIDIIW plate.

Lay-out

It is too early to commit courselves to any
particular lay-out. However, as an example we give
on Fig.19 one possible solution. The generator
is vertical, which is of advantage from mechanical
point-of-view for supporting its own weight as well
as the source and HT terminal equipment. The
column is shown horizontal, coming out leveY with
the input end of the Linac. Since that solution
actually belongs to the same family as solution b
of Fig. 15, the gradient of the accelerating tube
and the HT generator can be ve~ different, e.g.
10 kV/cm for the generator and 50 kV/cm for the
tube. As mentioned earlier, if we want to attain
50 kV/cm inside the accelerating tube, but hot on
the outside, we can do this by re-entrant electro
des, making the overall length of the tube longer.
The top part of the~essurizedvessel can be mount
ed with hydraulic lifting pistons, in order to re
duce the access time for the HT terminal equipment.

Another lay-out would be the horizontal solu
tion as sketched in Fig. 15b. This solution is
favoured by certain HT generator manufacturers.
Its main advantage lies in that one is more free
in changing the generator stack length, i.e. the
generator voltage without having to interfere with
the ground level height. The tank can be placed
on wheels; for access to the tube the tank can be
retracted from it.
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Table 1 0 Comparison between big diameter tube with re-entrant source and/or earth electrode and
small diameter tube with no re-entrance.

A. Re-entrant Tube

-

-
-

Advantages

1 0 Freedom in the choice of the accelerating
gradient.

2. Separation of the experimental researches of
the different gradients.

3. Insulator to metal junction screening as well
as insulator screening can be made without
getting higher gradients than the accelerating
one.

Disadvantages

1. Important dimensions, therefore it follows:

a) Assembly procedures more difficult,
especially in case of brazing.

b) More surfaces to degas (pump dimensions).

c) More weight.

2. Appearance of strong radial electrical fields,
so need of a better screening of insulating
walls against ions, electrons and rays.

3. Ion Source: limited diameter, so design less
easy, accessibility worse.

4 0 Focusing or monitoring elements in the earth
electrode: same difficulties as for the

_ source.

5. Separation valves between source and tube:
difficult design because of limited diameter.

B. Non Re-entrant Tube

Advantages and disadvantages are inverse to those of the re-entrant tube.
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FIG.18 Example of mlniaturlsation of
grid - pulsed RF - oscillator

for ion source
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FIG.19 Example of a possible vertical lay-out
of the pre -injector HT-Generator
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